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OREWORD
ith many of today's minority students at risk of dropping out of school, and with some others
inadequately prepared for college, we in higher education face a major challenge. In particular
we have a pipeline problem: large numbers of minorities increasingly larger and larger num-
bers entering the education pipeline, but only a few emerging at the other end.

Our futuie our nation's future, our colleges' future depends on our ability to find new
ways of dealing with the pipeline problem. Keenly aware that solutions cannot be imposed, and
buoyed by strong support from local school officials, teachers, and community leaders, we in the
Hudson Mohawk Association have met and discussed, as indicated in the attached report, differ-
ent ideas.

We have also concluded that:
we should start our efforts as early as possible because early intervention which

most experts agree must take place no later than the thirdgrade is required for success.
we should choose a realistic number of participants for the program. Since all of the

schools involved Albany Medical College, Cobleskill College of Rchnolog jj, The Col-
lege of Saint Rose, Empire State College, Hartwick College, Hudson Valley Community
College, Maria College, North Adams State College, Regents College, Rensselaer Poly-
technic Institute, The Sage Colleges, Schenectady County Community College, Siena
College, Skidmore College, Union College, and The University at Albany, State Uni-
versity of New York have existing programs for students of color that will be maintained,
we do not want to undertake more than we can realistically do well.

we should complement and supplement what the elementary and secondary schools
themselves are presently doing.

we should insist that parents or a parent or a surrogate (if parents are working or
uninterested) be involved because it does not
make any sense for us to work with students in
schools only to have our work undone at home.

we want students participating in the
program to agree to be mentors for those who
come after them, since eacl, scudent must con-
tribute something back to the program

we must have a tough taskmaster in
charge.

we must set the highest possible
standards for students; and

we need to involve students in I 3-
tivities such as sports or theater outside
of the classroom.: Especially as boys ad-
vance to the fifth grade, there must be a A

'-outside activities as well as classwork
to keep students engaged.
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What makes this effort special, what has been very well-received by the counterparts at the
schools mentioned above, and what should enable us to obtain funding from outside sources, is
the idea of a "magnet approach." Simply stated, the students that we will be working with in the
course of the year on our individual efforts, will come together in the summer.

For example, Albany Medical School might become the center for students interested in
medicine; Schenectady County Community College, the center for criminal justice; Skidmore,
the arts center; and Union, the science center. Althoueh the details with respect to this magnet
concept clearly need to be refined, it seems to make sense for each of us, assuming that trans-
portation and logistics can be worked out, to focus on one area of study in the summer rather
than simply try to replicate programs on each campus. Yet to be determined is whether students
should commute to, or reside at, each campus for a block of time each summer.

To lawyers, or even to late-night watchers of detective shows, the idea of determining guilt
on the basis of motive, means, and opportunity is an old one. Our motivation as colleges for
engaging in a program like this one is that we need to prepare our campuses for changing times
and circumstances, specifically for the fact that in coming years our campuses will be less and
less white and more and more black and brown. Our means for attaining success is demon-
strated by the efforts that some of us have already undertaken efforts that have resulted in
positive experiences for those students who have engaged in ABC or STEP or Upward Bound-
type programs. And our opportunity for making breakthrough efforts is also at hand because,
through the Hudson Mohawk Association, we have a range of institutional goals from two-to
four-year, from private to public, from liberals to professionals that present students with
opportunities in a variety of settings.

Arguably, one can determine a person's guilt on the basis of the motive, means and oppor-
tunity. However, in my judgment, we the institutions that make the Hudson Mohawk Associa-
tion will be guilty if we do not take advantage of the opportunity we have to do something
now.

All the very best.

Sincerely,
Roger H. Hull
President
Union College



9TTRODUCTION
or many years the Hudson-Mohawk Association of Colleges and Universities* has been sponsor-
ing and conducting programs to increase the access of minorities to higher education. Many of
these programs have been conducted in cooperation with school districts and other institutions
in the Greater Capital Region. These collaborations have addressed the very real problems of
creating a culturally, ethnically and socially diverse campus. These programs have yielded some
good results, but the issues of access and success for minorities still exist.

Because this social problem continues to tear at the fabric of our society, the Association
has reaffirmed its belief that the ability to make a college education possible for every segment
of our society is more than just a noble goal. It believes that the achievement of true diversity
enhances the academic environment by guaranteeing a full range of opinions and cultural expe-
riences. This reaffirmation bore concrete results when the Hudson-Mohawk Association secured
funds to support this Select Seminar, coordinated by the Capital Area School Development Asso-
ciation, School of Educatior University at Albany.

The Association's goalto make college a reality for minority students and their families by
enhancing and supplementing pre-college outreach programs through the collaborative efforts
of higher educationbecame the focus of the Select Seminar. The participants in the Seminar
were charged with developing a program, or programs, which would allow all of these groups
representatives from elementary, secondary and higher education, and civic organizationsto
work together toward the common purpose stated. It was also the purpose of the Seminar to see
that the groundwork was laid for the implementation of such a program or programs, even in
these times of limited resources.
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The report which follows allows the reader to
"sit in" on the conversations of the Seminar partici-
pants and to study the recommendations which re-
sulted from these conversations.

Thirty two people participated in the Select
Seminar which held full-day sessions on Monday,
September 25, at Siena College; on Thursday, Oc-
tober 19, at Regents College; and on Thesday, No-
vember 14, at the College of Saint Rose. The final
two-day session took place at the Rensselaerville
Institute on Monday and Miesday, December 11
and 12, 1995.

In addition to the financial support from fs
the Hudson-Mohawk Association, additional
funding came from the Capital Area School De-
velopment Association, the Capital District
Physicians' Health Plan, Freihofer's, the
Golub Corporation, the Times Union, and the
New York State United Tbachers.

*Albany College of Pharmacy, Albany
Law School, Albany Medical College,
Cobleskill College of 'Thchnolog-y, The College
of Saint Rose, Empire State College, Hartwick Col-
lege, Hudson Valley Community College, Maria College, North
Adams State College, Regents College, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, The Sa8c
Colleges, Schenectady County Community College, Siena College, Skidmore College, Union College,
and The University at Albany, State University of New York.
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The Capital Area School Development Association (CASDA) has been sponsoring Select
Seminars since 1985. These Seminars provide a forum for educators to consider
major issues and make written recommendations to improve the quality of educa-
tion. Reports of the Select Seminars are published by CASDA and circulated region-
ally and nationally. Reports have been reproduced by four State Departments of
Education for use in professional development and orientation programs.

The Select Seminar process has received a great deal of attention and has been
replicated across the country. It has been extremely gratifying to be credited by
colleagues with developing what is essentially a quite simple format and process.

The CASDA Select Seminars follow a very simple structure based upon a set of
guiding principles:

1. Participants need to commit adequate timeto work, to reflect, and to
write. Most Seminars have been conducted for five full days spread about a
month apart over the first three months with the final session being a two-
day overnight retreat in the middle to the end of the fourth month.

2. A conducive working environment is very important. The Seminars have
been conducted in "protected environments"away from the work site, in
quiet and aesthetically pleasing surroundings with special care being given
to the quality of food and refreshments. We believe this clearly is a first-step
in communicating to participants that the Seminar is special and there are
high expectations that the deliberations of its members will have an impor-
tant result.

3. The Seminar participants are the experts. We believe these Select Semi-
nars have been highly successful in part because of the high degree of per-
sonal and professional respect afforded participants and the central belief
on which the Seminar series was founded: "that consciously competent teach-
ers and administrators are the best arbiters of educational practice." While
participants do extensive reading during the Seminars, visiting experts and
lecturers are not usually a part of this experience. The participants of a
Seminar are the body of experts.

9
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4. Roles are "checked at the door." One's ideas must stand on their own, be
debated, accepted, or discarded without reference to one's position or educa-
tion.

5. Seminars are self-governing entities with organizers serving the group. The
coordination of the Seminar is managed by personnel from CASDA. After
providing the initial structure and on-going logistical support, they work to
transfer the governance and direction from themselves to the participants. By
the end of the Seminar, it is fair to say that the Seminar becomes self-gov-
erned with the coordinators taking direction from the Seminar group.

6. The experience is at least as important as the product. All Seminar partici-
pants agree that the process, the experience, is most important; in fact, the
report might be quite different if the process continues over time, instead of
representing but one point in an ongoing process when, although there is
much agreement on important issues, there is some disagreement as well.
Even so, the report provides an important documentation of the experie ice
and serves to validate for each of the participants the energy and effort they
expended.

The report does provide inspiration and help to those who read a and may assist in a
modest way to continue what has become a very important national corm ersation on teach-
ing and schools. We firmly believe that such an ongoing conversation can only result in
better education for all of our children.

7
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W7I-TY THIS TOPIC?
he Hudson Mohawk Association commissioned this five-day long Select Seminar to encourage/
school districts in membership communities and representatives at large to collectively address
problems of access and success in higher education. Their goal was to expand the number of
children from traditionally underrepresented segments of the population who are prepared and
motivated to attend college. One participant, a representative of the Association, reflected that
"...there are a number of very good reasons for examining this situation and moving toward some
process for improvement."

The first reason is humanitarian. It is, purely and simply, the right thing to do. We have
rightly defined higher education as the most important and the most consistent factor in prepar-
ing children for the work force and as citizens of the community and the world. It is unthinkable
to carve out whole segments of our population who are not or cannot take advantage of the
promise of higher education.

The second reason is academic. Exposure to a variety of opinions, perspectives, arguments,
experiences is critical to the academic process. When only a sampling of the population is involved
in academic pursuits, the process suffers and turns inward. In an increasingly global society, the key
to progress lies in an ever-expanding capacity to explore from different perspectives.

The third reason for increasing both access and success to higher education is economic.
Demographics clearly indicate a dramatically increasing racial and ethnic diversity in the next
decades. Colleges, for the most part, will not survive if they are unable to attract the full commu-
nity. We are making progress in coming to grips with gender equity issues and must move even
more decisively to resolve issues of racial and ethnic diversity.

This convening, of individuals involved with
special programs, traditional high schools, two-year
community colleges, and four-year colleges, uni-

- versities, and local communities each concerned
about issues of access and success in higher edu-
cation was an important step forward. We at-
tended to contribute our individual observations,
experiences, perspectives, and suggestions to an
exploration of ways we might join together to
prepare all children to consider and, perhaps
engage in, higher education experiences. We
attended because, as one participant passion-
ately stated, "...there is so much talent sitting
out on the bench waiting to get into the game,
but they have to pass the boundaries of so-
cial pressure, low self-esteem, foolish ideol-
ogy and rules, redtape and administrative
" bull." We attended with the hope, and de-

termination, that "...we might reorganize
in individual and collective ways to cel-
ebrate our differences and create a new
social order building on our strengths."
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MOOT CAUSES OF
THE PROBLEM

efore we could seriously address issues raised about minority student access and success in
higher education, we felt we needed to tackle the difficult task of attempting to define "minor-
ity." Exactly who were we talking about? Is the term "minority" pejorative? Are we using race to
see who is underrepresented? When we talk about race are we also talking about ethnicity? Are
ethnicity and race inextricably intertwined? Does the term minority refer to gender, to physi-
cally challenged, to economically disadvantaged?

Defining the target population of the Seminar was particularly crucial to one group because
they were trying to identify the root causes of the access/success problem. Several members of
the group believed that racism was the basis for restricted access. They clearly felt that this was
a "color" issue and that ali other inhibitions to access and success "stemmed" from racism. Oth-
ers viewed the root causes through the lens of socio-economic conditions, thus including a larger
segment of the population. Citing a global histocy perspective, one discussant argued that "...ev-
ery racial, ethnic, religious group has been, at some time, exploited by another group...it's not
just racism..."

The debate over the identification of the minority population in the Seminar title was de-
scribed by one participant as "long and free-ranging." Both in group discussion and in private
reflection, participants exhibited mild to extreme discomfort talking about racism's manifesta-
tions in education in particular and society in general. Phrases and considerations like "...you're
letting racism cloud your point of view...," and, "...so seldom do Blacks and whites talk about
their cultural truths and agree to disagree...," could be heard and read in notes. After the racial
balance of one discussion group shifted, a participant wrote angrily about the tension and disso-
nance caused by what he perceived as a "...division of people of color from the group." Several
sessions later, though, he reflected about the, ways Seminar participants, a fairly equal mix of
people of color and whites, "...came together in varied groupings during meals to relax, even
though they seemed quite divided on issues at times." Writing near the conclusion of the Semi-
nar, this same participant queried, "Could we reach an understanding about these issues - with-
out the open discussion and the possible discomfort created by sharing this way?"

Questions of the adequacy of a given definition and the need for an explicit one continued
throughout the Seminar. For example, one participant reflecting after the first session decided
that using "traditionally underrepresented population" was flexible enough to include any and
all those demographics might require. Another made a strong point that "...kids hate when you
label them. They resist, letting it be known that they fit no pattern." Often participants reminded
themselves and each other not to cluster children together into categories and to strive to view
each as an individual. Gradually the debate shifted from needing to define "mino-ity" as a de-
scriptor of a target population or a category to the more useful strategy of identifying barriers to
education for all children. This approach allowed the impact of both racism and socioeconomic
factors to be fully recognized and emphasized.

13



,IfSENSE
OF URGENCY

ythaummary comments from one participant addressed these concerns well: "While it may be true
t the majority of students within the population of concern are 'traditional' minority students

(African-American, Latino, Native-American), that fact is an accident of socio-economic reality
and not an innate problem of race. Therefore, the program(s) to be considered would be aimed at
socially, economically disadvantaged students as opposed to 'minorities'." This overarching view
gave our task a sense of urgency in light of a 1992 Phi Delta Kappan reminding us of the following
statistics:

One third of our nation's children are at risk for school failure even before they come to
school.

Tkventy-three per cent of children 0-5 years of age live in poverty, the highest rate of any
industriali.zed nation.

The rate of poverty among children is growing rapidly:
In 1970 one child in seven was considered poor
In 1980 one in six.

In 1990 one in five.

The prediction is that by the year 2000 one in
every four children will face poverty conditions.

Because the problems of access and success in
higher education seemingly must be investigated
simultaneously through individual and systemic
perspectives, we focused our discussion on the
communities from which those children having
difficulty entering the higher education system
emerge. We identified three basic problem clas-
sifications: 1) misunderstandings of cultural dif-
ferences; 2) exterior forces beyond the control
of community members; and 3) within the com-
munity conditions resulting from exterior/so-
cietal forces. Identifying negative forces arid
conditions was relatively simple and those are
outlined later. Our discussion of misunder-
standings of cultural differences, however,
was more difficult.

14



YET-YINING SUCCESS
e each, based on personal experience and professional responsibility, felt sympathetic with the
need to understand and appreciate cultural differences. One participant eloquently helped move
us out of the realm of thinking about multiculturalism in a limited way and spoke of "...embrac-
ing differences " He talked of using "...a less rigid paradigm of expectations or performance" and
suggested we should "...be more open about what constitutes talent/skill." Another spoke about
the necessity to define success in such a way as to allow it to be highly personal and a reflection
of the values of a culture. The extraordinary burden placed on children as they function in
different settings was illustrated by a mother whose two children lived with her in an urban
apartment complex. One child attended a public school in a program for gifted and talented
students, the other attended a parochial elementary school and then a private high school. She
spoke of the "...three worlds..." inhabited by her children and of the constant adjustments needed
to assimilate those distinct worlds.

It seems crucial to our goal of helping children see themselves as having viable choices that
we help them integrate the various aspects of their experiences and feel comfortable arid confi-
dent in several cultures. A participant reflected, "Mach children that diplomatic assimilation is
the road to possible success..." and that such assimilation need not diminish cultural pride in one's
heritage. Or at least, agree, both within and outside a cultural community, to remove negative
connotations of success and to broaden the scope of what is viewed as a successful person. A
participant bemoaned the fact that our teens, in their most sensitive and formative years are
labeled as "...nerds, *!**! bags, Uncle Toms.
brownnoses..." if they aspire to success through edu-
cation. In a commentary after the third meeting of
the Seminar, someone noted that "...we seem to be
trying to move from a society of independent or-
ganizations and individuals to one that recognizes
and honors our quest for interdependence and
relationship-building. This is a far more effective
way to deal with the stereotypes and biases which
we all experience, in one way or another. It may
also be a way to remind all of us that we are
responsible for ourselves and for those mov-
ing alongside us." Her statement was written
about the Seminar group, but is clearly appli-
cable to the issue of cultural understanding.

15
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tOCIETAL CAUSES/
COMMUNITY

EFFECTS
ith general agreement that this Seminar could not spend a great deal of time trying to analyze
and solve societal problems, we organized the root causes into two categories and listed them.
Those broader issues outside or beyond the control of individual communities were labeled
exterior causes. The effects exterior causes levied on communities with large numbers of mi-
norities or disadvantaged youth were listed as interior community effects.

EXTERIOR ROOT CAUSESbeyond the control of community
Causes of Institutional Racism

Economic pressuresbanksreal estate
Job opportunitiesequal paypromotionretention
Support systemseducational opportunities (all levels), eriminal justice system
Political conditionsvoter registrationmajor party ex:iusionrepresentation (local,
state, national levels)education

INTERIOR ROOT CAUSESwithin the communitycaused by exterior pressures
Effects

Economic opportunitiespoor housing, low employment
Low educational expectations (employment over education)
Family patternssingle parent families, underage parents
Social illsteen pregnancy, violence, drug use
Shortage of role models
Low political awareness, participation

Discussants agreed that the barriers blocking minority access to higher education and the
obstacles impeding successful completion are extremely complex. Since this Seminar was very
task-oriented and the group was determined to make recommendations that would at least begin
active problem solving, they decided to focus on three distinc: areas where they knew they
could make significant headway.

19
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WOLLEGE AS
COMMUNITY

MEMBER
X3udson Mohawk Consortium Presidents have a long-term goal of "creating a welcoming commu-

nity" for a diverse student body and providing an "environmentally supportive and safe aca-
demic" educational culture for learning. Early in our deliberations it was clear that colleges
could not operate in a vacuum; that they had to connect with communities, all communities, to
survive. One speaker questioned, "At what point do educational institutions choose to become
involved with their potential clients?" Responding to statements about early readiness for school-
ing, a particiPant commented that she didn't "...see a great deal of communication between the
K-12 community and higher education, yet it seems key to success in working with the students
we've identified .".She went on to emphasize that higher education is part of a "continuum."

This introduction of the notion of a continuum of learning goals, conditions, settings, and
expectations created a firestorm of commentary. Typically in K-I 2 schools, teachers and admin-
istrators seldom communicate between levels or grades within schools and extremely rarely
between schools. They just, as one teacher wrote, "...hand students over to the next level with a
set of grades and little else." Curricular articulation rests with supervisors, State Education guide-
lines, and, perhaps, a curriculum committee. Those closest to the teaching/learning act, those
best able to make connections are the most distanced
from basic decisions. The disjuncture between sec-
ondary and higher education is even more startling.
It seems self-evident that fragmented, disconnected
schooling has little hope of creating the support-
ive educational community we feel is necessary
to ensure students are successful as they make
transitions from level to level and school to school.

Seminar participants identified early edu-
cational experiences as critical to ensuring that
minority students (indeed, all students) see
higher education as a viable choice. A partici-
pant noted that "...studies indicate that kids as ift.-:'-miorzs
early as second and third grades verbalize
thoughts of dropping out or definite thoughts
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of possible career choices." Those experiences occur both in schools and in homes/communities
and are guided by parents, teachers, and other community members. It is crucial for these influ-
ential adults to understand one another's goals, know something of and respect each other's
cultures, and provide consistent messages about the importance of education to children. Col-
leges and universities, too, must consider themselves integral members of the educational com-
munities, and, as such, be full and active participants. Long before students are ready for higher
education, they and their parents must be accustomed to seeing and participating in the pro-
grams/services/events of colleges in their communities. College students and faculties as vis-
ible contributors to community events, local schools, and special programs must be the norm.

When students from an urban education class spend time in an alternative high school
sharing their interest in reading with former high school drop-outs, both learn a new value for
education. If middle school students and their teachers are bused to a college campus to use the
biology lab for an after-school science program facilitated by a university faculty member, the
idea of college is demystified. When parents in an urban community give permission for their
high schoolers to participate in a summer youth leadership development project and see them
gainfully employed and working closely with graduate students and city officials, the benefits of
a college education become more evident. Many cameo projects exist, but there need to be more
examples of full involvement by higher education faculties, urban communities, and students of
all levels, providing models of active engagement in learning.



tYTHE PLACE OF K-12
SCHOOLS IN THE

CONTINUUM
AC)igher education has traditionally viewed itself as the "endpoint" in the educational continuum,

perhaps even a rather exclusive endpoint. Seminar participants acknowledged the futility of this
viewpoint early in their deliberations. Considerable time spent discussing problems in K-12 schools
illustrated the need to restructure to emphasize:

a constancyconsistent messages about excellence, valuing cultural heritage, valuing
education, building self-esteem based on competence
perspective "taking"meeting the needs of diverse individuals
rolesneed for diverse role models as teachers and mentors
development of strong skillscritical thinking, inquiry, problem-solving, communication

a collaborationadult and studen application, school, college, community-wide
Thacher participants freely expressk d their frustration with systemic problems like the re-

strictions of time, imposed mandates, lin ited opportunities for collaboration, general and spe-
cafic resistance to change. They felt pa..ticularly
strongly about impediments to parental involvement
in the school. One shared frustrations, saying, "We
in education tell parents we welcome their input.
But I know when J have to call my children's school
or go into the school, I still feel a sense of hesi-
tancy and intimidation. I can only guess how a
parent not schooled in the jargon of education
must feel when talking with school personnel."
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,MRENTAL
PARTICIPATION

o the uneducated parent, the parent who may have experienced problems in schooling and
dropped out, or who may have been demoralized by school, the hurdles of supporting a child's
desire to attend college may be overwhelming. As one participant wrote, "...minority parents
may not be informed about options, aware of their rights, feel empowered to ask questions and
express concerns..." Such parents may not be able to encourage their children to leave the cul-
tural community of their birth to attend college. Parents may need the student at home or may
reinforce the student's feeling that "...when something goes on in the family, I was expected to be
there..." The burden of remaining close to and supportive of home and of functioning success-
fully in a demanding, unfamiliar college setting is a lonely one for the first generation college
attendee. If members of the educational community are viewed as "...bureaucratic and distant"
and seem to speak another language, then how can we possibly build a culture in evcxy commu-
nity that values education and works together "seamlessly" to encourage children to go to col-
lege?

"Messages we send to kids really do affect how they see themselves." Seminar participants
repeatedly returned to the importance of children's views of themselves in the contcxt of their
families, schools, communities, and the world. Regrettably the messages many children at socio-
economic risk or in cultural isolation receism are overwhelmingly negative in tone. Daily they
see (profiles of) their peers describing low-a,hieving dropouts, violent drug-abusers, sexually
irresponsible teens grasping for instant gratification in hopeless environments.

Children constantly exposed to such negativism desperately need to be bombarded with
positive messages, demonstrating faith in their resiliency and talent and outlining and support-
ing ways to rise above the impoverished conditions in which they may find themselves. They
need role models who know and stress the value of education, some whose lives and looks are
congruent, to make their own identification with success concrete. (The musicians and theatri-
cal stars, athletes, and television commentators who serve as obvious models for children of
color may not be tangible enough.) Seminar participants emphasized, often, the need to stay
close to young people, not to "...distance their thinking by 'program' considerations and 'systems'
thinking."

Empowering children, parents, K-12 school teachers and administrators, community mem-
bers, and higher education faculties, then, is our great challenge. "By connecting different ele-
ments, those in schools and in homes and communities, everyone is taking ownership, every-
one is responsible." Ownership will have differing meanings for different roles. Roles may not be
as clearly cut as we often observe them now. People serving as models may encompass a tre-
mendous variety of ages, genders, socio-educational stratas. As one participant noted. "...role
models must personally relate, not just be there...must provide an examplc- of consistent sup-
port, willingness to take initiative, to rind a way..."

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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tjkAKING CHOICE
A REALITY

eyhe charge to Seminar participants, framed by the Hudson-Mohawk Association of Colleges and
Universities' goal "to make the choice of college a reality for minority students and their families
by enhancing and supplementing pre-college out-reach programs..." provided the impetus to be
both practical and visionary. Three areas formed the bases for a series of both general and spe-
cific recommendations: in-school programs K-12, out-of-school programs K-12, and college pro-

grams including teacher preparation.
The following pages identify both general and specific recommendations for action on all

levels of education and in the community. The topics presented for consideration consist of the

following:
a Conference Series for all Stakeholders
a Community Service Program

Teacher Preparation for Working with Minority Students
Marketing Higher Education

a Phone Hotline
a Computer Link Between Schools, Colleges and Community Agencies

Adopt a School Program
a Summer Specialty Camps with a Magnet School Approach
The objective is to maintain an approach which builds a continuum of support to the stu-

dents while eliminating duplication of efforts across the community. This can be achieved by
integrating new activities and initiatives with existing programs, structures and participants. A
commitment from all stakeholders will achieve this initiative in a cost effective and efficient
manner. The Hudson Mohawk Association of Colleges and Universities and the Capital Area
School Development Association are committed to facilitating this process.

K-12 teachers, higher education faculties, and parents and community members were all
designated as critical to helping children see themselves as having higher education as a choice.
College students, high schoolers, and middle level youngsters were also viewed as influential
models for children at impressionable levels. Early in the discussion participants acknowledged
that mobilization of such a diverse group to mcve toward a singular goal, would require commu-
nication on a scale unheard of in education. They were undaunted, however, because the Semi-
nar itself represented a major step forward and every participant came away energized, pre-
pared to act, and unwilling to allow the impetus created by the recommendations to be slowed.
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YENERAL
RECO AT1ONS

Conference Series
The group proposed that planning begin immediately for a series of conferences on minor-

ity access and success in higher education. These conferences would:
1) Involve all stakeholdersstate education officials, higher education faculty and admis-

sions representatives, K-12 teachers and administrators, parents, community menthers,
and students at different levels

2) Be held on a rotating basis at school, community center, and college sites
3) Emphasize importance of education at all levels
4) Develop a rationale for choosing higher education from varying perspectives (student,

parent, business)
5) Link hiczher education to potential career choices
6) Provide information about issues of access such as financial aid, entrance requirements,

programs, etc.
7) Highlight student work

Community Service
"Schooling" for most of today's students occurs formally in buildings located in rural, urban,

and suburban communities. The faculties teaching in those buildings often are not members of
the community in which the school is located. Seminar participants recognized that, in many
cases, the teachers of minority children come from outside their communities. The potential
lack of understanding, the inability to take and/or respect a differing cultural perspective, the
difficulty of connecting schooling to the "real world" may severely limit teaching effectiveness.
For that reason and for others we believe "community service" should be a universally required
component of all those involved in the teaching/learning endeavor. Community service should:

Be required of K-12 teachers and students, and college faculties and students
a Foster communication

Provide children, youth, adults with opportunities to contribute to diverse community projects
Become a part of societal expectations

Enable participants to more easily respond with respect and understanding to every individual's
perspective

Bear credit for formal programs at high school and college levels

'ituacher Preparation
Seminar participants recognized that teachers in K-12 schools 'ire critical models and strate-

gically positioned to help children build the confidence and skills they need to succeed in higher



education They resisted the impulse to make K-12 educators responsible for all the educational
deficiencies which might deter minority students from choosing and succeeding in college In-
stead, conversations centered around systemic changes needed to encourage development of a
teacher skilled in collaboration and perspective-taking. Participants thought it productive to con-
centrate on what might be done to change teacher preparation programs to reflect citizenship
and professionalism in an increasingly diverse and complex society.

Since college and university faculties and students who are entering teacher preparation
programs often base their views of schooling on their own experiences, it is difficult to alter
perceptions of "education" and to change habits of mind and practice. Interjecting increasingly
complex and diverse elements of communication, perspective-taking, and reflection takes time
and consistent practice and modeling. Discussants agreed that a kind of"simultaneous transfor-
mation" needed to occur encompassing preservice and inservice teachers, teacher preparation
faculties, and administrators. This transformation should result in restructuring the use of time
and altering the emphasis on academic coverage to allow for communicative skill-building.

Teaching experiences in a variety of settings were recommended for preservice teachers
and for faculty. Teacher preparation programs should:

By example, be exemplars of collaboration across academic and grade levels andbetween insti-
tutions and community organizations
Provide frequent opportunities for faculty and preservice teachers to work in urban and rural
settings
Require community service projects as part of teacher preparation and encourage faculty par-
ticipation
Generate a greater awareness about issues of dit,ersity and create opportunities for perspective-
taking
Construct rigorous requirements for preservice teachers to process and reflect upon their own
experiences and shape their reflections into an articulated philosophy
Work closely with academic faculties to encourage the brightest to enter teaching

Increase the involvement of those in the field as active partners in teacher preparation

NI Actively recruit and support more teacher candidates from underrepresented populations

?
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YPECIFIC
RECOMMENDATIONS

MARKETING HIGHER EDUCATION
Throughout our discussions the idea that attending college should be a normal, attainable

choice for children, recurred, regardless of the topic. When we talked about K-12 schools, we
developed side-bars about activities both intellectual and social that might help keep kids think-
ing about college. During our discussions of community connections, we frequently became
excited about possible activities that might be arranged to encourage parents and community
members to think about and plan for college as a normal, productive option for their children.
Our conversations about general and specific college programs emphasized the need to be con-
sistently and pro-actively visible in communities and schools..

The specific programs outlined below address many of the important components sug-
gested in the more general recommendations. They invite active collaboration between K-12
schools, colleges, and community/business members. They increase communication at all lev-
els and encourage the use of technology to reach more people and to use time more flexibly. The
recommended programs stress support for setting attainable goals and target parents, students,
and teachers. Most importantly, these suggestions begin to build a ser.se of normalcy and own-
ership of the concept of higher education - making real choice and real success concrete.

PHONE HOTLINE

Objective: To share information
Parental invo vement: -Parents obtain homework assignments for their children, lists

of school events, Dial a Teacher feature, notes from PTA meet-
ings, etc.
-Parents surveyed to see what they want on hotline

Student involvement: -Check hotline for announcements, if absent
-contribute information about school events

Community involvetrent: -"advertise" community events (fees help defray costs)
Busincss involvement: -initial donations of equipment and advertising
College involvement: -advertise career days

-set up application
-offer homework assistance, guidance counseling

Time available: ,pecific hours (after school, Saturday a.m., etc.)

COMPUTER LINE BETWEEN SCHOOL, COLLEGE AND COMMUNITY AGENCIES
Objective: Provide information about school happenings and agency ser-

vices to students and agency representatives



Parent involvement:

Student involvement:

Community involvement:

Business involvement:

College involvement:

Time available:

-encourage students to access information
-use system to highlight appropriate services
-request topics fbr agency input
-access program
-match need and/or information to personal situation
-provision of space/technology or people willing to provide in-
formation and respond to student needs
-potential to match students with mentors
-training of program designers
-workshops on potential careers in agencies
-field trip sponsorship to worksites
-provide student, faculty connections with internships
-assist in coordination/facilitation between school and agencies
-after school, weekends

SCHOOL/UNIVERSITY PARIWERSHIPS

Objective:

Parental involvement:

Student involvement:

Community involvement:

Business involvement:

College involventent:

Time avaflablc:

Provide funding/mentoring/professional contact for students.
Connect minority students with minority professionals. Each
school may have different needs.
-parents serve as mentors
-participate in planning meetings
-students work with mentors
-serve as mentors to elementary aged children
-minority churches adopt a school and serve as conduit or match-
ing board
-identify minority role models for students
-allow mentors time for activities
-fund mentor group activities
-provide students and faculty to help coordinate
-research effective mentoring relationships
-provide training assistance
-weekends, after school, summertime

AFTER SCHOOL PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR STUDENTS

Objective: lb help students develop communication and organizational
skills, coping mechanisms, time and stress management skills

Parent involvement: -facilitators cr co-participants with students
Student inoolvement: -commitment to program

-reflective applications of skills
Community involvement: -fixilitators

-students learn and "payback" by community service
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Business involvement:

College involvement:

Time available:

-provide facilitators
-underwrite mini conferences
-invite to business conferences on appropriate topics
-business, education, psychology faculty and student presenta-
tions
-after school

PARENTING SKILLS PROGRAM

Objective:

Parent involvement:

Student involvement:

Development/enhancement ofbasic parenting skills including such
things as goal setting, balancing personal and family commitments,
use of technology, seeing college in your child's future

-attendance
-participation in reflecting about applications
-co-participants in appropriate programs
-support for parental attendance (baby-sitting)

Community involvement: -space and meeting support (food, baby-sitting)
Business involvement:

College involvement:

Time available:

SPECIALTY CAMPS

Objective:

Parent involvement:

Student involvement:

Community involvement:

Business involvement:

College involvement:

Time available:

-underwriting costs
-specialists for presentations
-coordination
-presenters
-coordination of longer term projects
-hosting of meetings to bring parents on campus
-coordination with schools (part of administrator or teacher prepa-
ration programs)
-after school, evenings, weekends

'lb provide students with the opportunity for academic and cul-
tural experiences in a variety of areas with a possible career
focus
-arrange fbr and permit students to attend (may serve as op-
tional day care)
-possible teachers and presenters
-commitment to attend
-target first generation low income/minority
-donation of space, facilities
-assignment of summer employees to camp
-underwriting portions of cost
-allowing employees to donate a portion of work time
-providing facilities
-organizational assistance as community service
-facilities
-personnel for teaching (students, faculty)
-summer, weekends, school vacations
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WONCLUSION
j brhe purpose of the Select Seminar on Minority Access and Success in Higher Education was to

ing together a distinguished group of teachers, administrators, college professors, and commu-
nity agency representatives to engage in an extended conversation on issues related to making
college a reality for minority students. Realizing that access to college is only the beginning of
the process, participants focused their discussions on two facets of the problem. First, they worked
to define model programs or projects that would lead to community outreach, encouraging par-
ents and students to consider the goal of a college education the norm.

Secondly, they struggled to identify the possible barriers to successful completion of a two or
four year college education. Participants began to re-think the social, academic, and organizational
structures in higher education that might prove problematic to minority students. Their conversa-
tions created a heightened awareness of existing or potential impediments to successful completion
of higher education goals for all students, particularly those "first generation" college students from
populations traditionally underrepresented in our colleges and universities.

If this five-day Select Seminar were to result in only an increased understanding of the
difficulties faced by minority students and in a broadening of perspectives of only individual
attendees, then it could be declared a success. However, as the preceeding discussion and the
specific project suggestions indicate, this varied group of educators and citizens moved well
beyond the individual. They committed themselves in spirit and in action for humanitarian,
academic, and economic reasons to do the "right thing."
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SiFTERWORD
/he topic of this Select Seminar is a most important one. Today in the spring of 1996 the topic is of

even greater importance because of the winds of change in the political world. The emergent
struggle between the left and the right over affirmative action, welfare, health coverage, child
care and other social programs question the direction our society should take in the future. The
initiatives which the participants recommend in this report reaffirm their belief that we must be
inclusive, not exclusive; that we must work for the success of all, not the already privileged; and
that we all must work toward a just society, not just accept the status quo.

A most impressive example of people working toward social justice and equality in urban
education was presented to the Select Seminar participants at its evening meeting on Monday,
December 11, 1995, at the Rensselaerville Institute. Led by Dr. Donald A. Biggs, Professor of
Counseling Psychology and a pioneer in the Urban Studies Program at the School of Education,
University at Albany, a program outlining the work which had been done with urban students
during the summer of 1995 was presented. Joining Dr Biggs were William Cates, Robert Colesante,
and Joshua Smith, all of whom worked with Dr. Biggs during the summer a. id will continue with
him as the Urban Youth Institute continues during this school year and summer.

We thank these people for presenting the participants with a positive, exciting way to help
young people become knowlegeable and active, informed citizens of th6r communities.

We also thank Dr. Dee Warner for wilting this report: A View from the Inside: Minority Access
and Success in Higher Education.
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YPECIAL
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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jihe creation of programs designed to support children
from traditionally underrepresented populations through
the educational continuum, has been of paramount in-
terest to the Board of Trustees of the Hudson Mohawk
Association for some time. As President Hull's com-
ments in the Foreword of this report so appropriately
point out, this is a concern of all of the institutions of
the Hudson Mohawk Association.

There are two organizations which deserve spe- '

cial acknowledgment for the development of this ;

report and the activity which we all hope will fol-
low it. First, to Dr. Richard Bamberger, Executive
Director of CASDA. Without the organization, sup-
port and encouragement of Dick and his staff the
Seminar which created this report could not have
taken place. We thank him and his staff for ex-
ceptional work and assistance to us.

Second, to The AT&T Foundation, without ,

whose generous financial support this effort !

would have been impossible. The AT&T Foun- L

dation expressed interest in this undertaking --

from our very first meeting. Clearly the Foun- r-

dation and the Company are deeply commit-
ted to the concept of equal access to educa-
tion for all of our children and they have,
quite literally, put their money up to show
that commitment. We are deeply grateful
for their continuing support and assis-
tance.

Sincerely,
John M. Higgins
Executive Director
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